
                                                                                       

UK200Group and AGN International Announce Affiliation to 
Enhance Global Business Support 
 
In a notable development in the international business landscape, two of the most reputable 
professional services organisations, UK200Group and AGN International, are pleased to 
announce a strategic affiliation. The affiliation is grounded in shared values, high standards, 
and a commitment to providing robust support to UK200Group’s UK membership and their 
clients conducting international business. 
 
The move will see both organisations adding value to their members with complementary 
resources and knowledge to drive enhanced services to their clients. The focus will be on 
fostering a strong sense of community, promoting ethical business practices, and facilitating 
seamless referrals between firms. 
 
Declan Swan, CEO of UK200Group, said, "This affiliation is a testament to our commitment 
to our members. By joining forces with AGN International, a like-minded organisation with a 
strong ethos and high standards, we can offer an even greater level of support to 
UK200Group member firms and their clients operating across borders." 
 
Malcolm Ward, CEO of AGN International echoed Swan's sentiments, "Our relationship with 
UK200Group is not just about expanding our footprint in the UK. It's about strengthening 
our ability to serve our members better by leveraging each other's strengths and resources." 
 
The initiative will also provide a platform for professional development and knowledge 
sharing among member firms of both organisations. Members can look forward to a wealth 
of resources, insights, and opportunities to serve clients on a global scale. 
 
Swan added, "In today's complex and interconnected business world, International coverage 
is more crucial than ever. Our relationship with AGN International will empower our 
members and their clients to navigate international business challenges with confidence." 
 
Ward concluded, "We're excited to embark on this journey with UK200Group. Together, we 
will create a powerful professional services force that supports, inspires, and drives success 
for all our members and their clients." 



                                                                                       

 
More details about the collaboration and its benefits for members will be shared in the 
coming weeks. 
 
About UK200Group 
Founded in 1986, UK200Group is the UK’s leading membership association of independent 
chartered accountancy and law firms. It aims to enhance member firms' profitability, 
training, and efficiency, providing a platform for professional development and collaboration. 
www.uk200group.co.uk  
 
About AGN International 
AGN International is a global association of separate and independent accounting and 
advisory businesses. Its mission is to enable its members to support businesses and 
individuals with high standards, practical advice, and local knowledge. 
www.agn.org  
 
For more information: 
 
Declan Swan 
CEO, UK200Group 
E: declanswan@uk200group.co.uk 
T: +44(0) 1252 350 733 
 
Chris White 
Brand Member Content & Programs, AGN International 
E: cwhite@agn.org 
T: +44(0) 7970 710543 
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